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“A key persona of Dada was the mime, and a key strategy of this mime, especially in Berlin and 
Zurich, was mimetic adaptation to the traumatic conditions around him, whereby Dadaists 
assumed these conditions [...] and inflated them through hyperbole or ‘hypertrophy’ (a term 
sometimes used by Cologne Dadaist Max Ernst, it means the enlargement of an organ due to 
excessive nutrition). Such hypertrophic buffoonery is a critical mode of parody that Dada made 
its own; this is the ‘farce of nothingness,’ the ‘play with shabby leftovers,’ that Ball had in mind. 
And yet, even though his world is a chaos of fragments, the Dadaist still aims for a grasp on the 
whole, ‘he is still so convinced of the unity of all beings, of the totality of all things’ Ball argued, 
“that he suffers from the dissonances to the point of self-disintegration.’ This tension between 
fragment and totality was a crucial one for Zurich Dada, but amidst ‘the dissonances’ it was very 
difficult to maintain, and for figures like Ball ‘self-disintegration’ had its own paradoxical 
attraction. So it does again for recent practitioners of mimetic exacerbation; this is the risk of an 
excessive identification with the corrupt conditions of a symbolic order. Nevertheless, if 
maintained as a strategy, with a degree of distance created not through withdrawal but through 
excess, mimetic exacerbation can also expose this order as failed, or at least as fragile.”  1
 





“There was something definite and distinct about the age, which reminded her of the eighteenth 
century, except that there was a distraction, a desperation—as she was thinking this, the 
immensely long tunnel in which she seemed to have been traveling for hundreds of years 
widened; the light poured in; her thoughts became mysteriously tightened and strung up as if a 
piano tuner had put his key in her back and stretched the nerves very taut; she could hear every 
whisper and crackle in the room so that the clock ticking on the mantelpiece beat like a hammer. 
And so for some seconds the light went on becoming brighter and brighter, and she saw 
everything more and more clearly and the clock ticked louder and louder until there was a terrific 
explosion in her right ear. Orlando leapt as if she had been violently struck on the head. Ten 
times she was struck. In fact it was ten o’clock in the morning. It was the eleventh of October. It 
was 1928. It was the present moment.”  2
 
-Virginia Woolf, ​Orlando 
  
1 Hal Foster, Bad New Days: Art, Criticism, Emergency (London, U.K.: Verso, [2015] 2017), 91-2. 
 








INT. DR. MELFI’S WAITING ROOM - DAY 
 
THOMAS SOPRANO, 40, sits and waits. Uneasily. Staring  
confusedly at a vaguely erotic Klimpt reproduction. Inner door  
opens. DR. JENNIFER MELFI (attractive, 35) appears.  
 
MELFI 
Mr. Soprano?  3
 
 
So reads the first scene of a pre-production script for the pilot episode of HBO’s ​The 
Sopranos​, which premiered in 1999. Sometime between this script and filming, Tommy became 
Tony and the “vaguely erotic Klimpt reproduction,” (Gustav Klimt?) became a bronze statue of a 
female nude. Tony Soprano’s psychiatrist, Dr. Jennifer Melfi, was played by actress Lorraine 
Bracco, who published a memoir in 2006, ​On the Couch, ​wherein she takes credit for the 
sculpture’s inclusion: 
The very first scene in the pilot opens with Tony Soprano sitting in Dr. Melfi’s waiting 
room, staring in confusion at a sculpture of a female nude. It’s not the sort of thing one 
would expect to see in a psychiatrist’s waiting room, but I fought to get that sculpture 
included. It’s the work of the incredible artist Robert Graham, and I thought it reflected 
Melfi’s aesthetic sense. I wanted it known that Melfi wasn't a stiff cardboard cutout of a 
therapist. She was a living, breathing woman, with interests outside of her office.  4
 
In the first shot of the pilot, Tony is framed between the sculpture’s lower legs (fig. 1); 
the next shot offers his view of the dramatically lit figure looking down with an intense facial 
expression, its arms crossed above its head, its nipples erect (fig. 2).  
3 “The Sopranos Pilot” (www.thetelevisionpilot.com, n.d.), 2. (Appendix A) 
 




Figure 1. Still from David Chase, “Pilot,” ​The Sopranos​, 1999 (1:43). 
 
 






Figure 3. Robert Graham, ​Gabrielle​, 1998. 
Bronze, 16 ⅛ x 2 ⅜ x 2 ⅜ in. (Photograph: 
Christie’s, 2016, 
https://onlineonly.christies.com/s/first-open-post
-war-contemporary-art/gabrielle-101/30188​ ).  
 
Figure 4. Robert Graham, ​GINA 5-17-97​, 1997. 





This sculpture, ​Gabrielle​ (fig. 3), is one of several by Robert Graham (b. Mexico City 
1938, d. Los Angeles 2008) which rotate through the show’s six seasons, usually displayed on 
the backlit windowsills of the therapy room. For most of his career Graham worked in the 
American Beaux-Arts tradition, producing highly finished figurative statuary including 
numerous monuments. Even in the smaller, unofficial works like those which decorate Melfi’s 
 
9 
office, his artistic choices guaranteed a certain idealization. An auction website provides this 
introduction to a statuette similar to one featured in ​The Sopranos​, ​GINA 5-17-97​ (fig. 4): 
Gina modeled for Graham from 1997 to his death in 2008. In April 2015 she discussed 
with [Los Angeles Modern Auctions] her experience as a model and how Lot 25, ​GINA 
5-17-97​, a gift from the artist and sculpture in her own collection, came to be. Having 
been an international fashion model since she was 17, and a dancer in ballet and jazz 
companies, her agency set up a meeting with the artist. He then invited Gina to be a 
model in his studio. At first she declined since she wasn’t interested in modeling 
completely nude. But she changed her mind after reading the 1996 ​Architectural Digest 
“Hollywood At Home” article highlighting Graham’s and his wife Anjelica Huston’s 
Venice “fortress.” She read how prolific he was and found his work beautiful, impressed 
by the Duke Ellington and Joe Louis public commissions. 
 
What followed was a convivial artist and muse collaboration. Gina fondly recalls the 
sessions–to a soundtrack of jazz, Graham’s dogs roamed free in the studio, and lunch was 
delivered from Gina’s favorite Beverly Hills restaurants. (A foodie, she later went to 
culinary school and is now a chef.) Together they would decide on the medium and pose 
spontaneously. The studio session for one sculpture would last a few days, and Graham 
recorded Gina on video so that he could continue to work afterward. Her dance 
background informed her poses–she choreographed her own positions. “I was so 
energetic, I couldn’t sit still. I couldn’t do a seated pose.” Thus she claims having 
inspired Graham with her movement.  5
 
Graham worked with fashion models and, earlier in his career, models recruited off of 
Venice Beach. His choice of female body types is closer to the traditional academic standard for 
male models, their lack of fat tissues allowing the artist to observe the muscles and bones 
underneath the skin. The ideal of a softer, rounder female form is evident in academic art of the 
nineteenth century, the tradition in which his technique is rooted. The thin, athletic body of 
Degas’s ​The Little Fourteen-Year-Old Dancer​ (1878-81) (fig. 5) considered vulgar by 
contemporary viewers, had one hundred years later replaced the former fleshier standard of 
beauty. Very nearly all of Graham’s figures seem to be fit young women, from his earliest 
works, miniaturized erotic tableaus with lifelike wax figures of nineteen-seventies beach babes, 




to the classicizing bronzes of the nineties. While in some instances his use of fashion models 
reproduces mortidinal standards of beauty,​ ​in others the models’ toned bodies seem to reflect the 
influence of Title IX and the expansion of women’s sports.  
 
 
Figure 5. Edgar Degas, ​Little Dancer Aged 
Fourteen​,​ ​1878. Pigmented beeswax, clay, metal 
armature, rope, paintbrushes, human hair, silk 
and linen ribbon, cotton and silk tutu, linen 
slippers, on wooden base, 38 15/16 x 13 11/16 x 
13 7/8 in. The National Gallery of Art, 











Graham’s statue of a nude woman standing beside a horse, ​Stephanie and Spy​, was 
featured on the July 1987 cover of ​Architectural Digest​, an accompaniment to “Architectural 
 
11 
Digest Visits: Andy Williams”  (Figure 6). The sculpture is installed in a corner of his midtown 6
apartment, horse’s and human’s rear ends facing the floor-to-ceiling windows. This backdrop of 
a skyscraper’s eye view of skyscrapers resonates with the magazine’s marketing of elitism, 
implying a rhetoric of dominion if not domination. In his 2009 essay “Goddess or Gynecology?” 
art historian Donald Kuspit’s discussion of ​Stephanie and Spy​ segues into a telling reading of the 
results of work sessions like those Gina took part in: 
Stephanie and Spy​ (1980-81) suggests that Graham views his nudes as a stable of race 
horses, finely groomed and ready to run, under the control of the artist jockey — Graham 
— who masterfully trains and rides them. Graham is a connoisseur of fillies, female 
bodies in their youthful prime. It may be a patriarchal attitude, but it’s also an 
appreciative, adoring one, for he has no wish to tamper with the female nude, but rather 
keep her in fighting trim, as it were. The remarkable series of works devoted to the bodies 
of Elisa, Jennifer, and Lauren (all 1996), show how capable and fit she is. They stretch to 
the athletic limit — several are dancers — with no loss of composure and elegance. They 
may seem Dionysian maenads, but they have complete command of their movement, 
even at its most intense. Graham’s female nudes are erotic masterpieces...  7
 
Leaving aside Graham’s intentions, Kuspit’s response reveals the excitement generated in 
a patriarchally inclined viewer by the scaled-down, consumable female bodies in erotically 
charged, arrested motion.  
Many shots of Melfi feature the statuettes silhouetted on her windowsill next to her head, 
as if perched on her shoulder. Sometimes they are so close to her head that her movements 
alternately conceal and reveal the shadow figure. In the cinematography of these scenes they 
function as graphic elements which complexify Melfi’s self-presentation through the contrast in 
body language between the psychiatrist and the statuettes. Bracco claims that Melfi is a Jungian 
6 Carter Ratcliff, “Architectural Digest Visits: Andy Williams,” ​Architectural Digest​, July 1987. 
 





analyst  and it’s interesting to consider these shadow figures as materializations of the Shadow 8
archetype—Carl Jung’s model for the unconscious.  The presence in the therapy room of this 9
eroticized, perturbed artwork prefigures the sexualized subtext of Tony and Jennifer’s encounter. 
 
Figure 7. Robert Graham, ​Elisa 6-96​, 1996. Bronze with brown patina, 9.1 in. (Photograph: Mutual Art, 
https://www.mutualart.com/Artwork/Elisa-6-96/2C0B5ED35030920C​). 
8 Bracco, ​On the Couch​, 30. 
 





Elisa 6-96​ (fig. 7) depicts a thin nude woman sitting with her legs spread on what I first 
thought was an anvil (but may just be some kind of block with cloth draped on it). Tension 
competes with boredom in her face and pose. I believe that this is the statuette on the windowsill 
in ​Employee of the Month​, the fourth episode of the third season of the show, during which Melfi 
is violently raped in the parking garage after leaving work.  During the therapy scene with Tony 10
which immediately precedes the rape scene (fig. 8), Melfi sits in a white skirt suit with her legs 
crossed at the knee, interlocked hands cupping her kneecap. It’s a doubled locking gesture—she 
too is tense, but certainly not bored. Even in pants, it would be transgressive for Melfi to sit 
splayed out like ​Elisa​, although Tony habitually sits with his legs spread. The graphic presence 
of the statuettes serves as a proxy for the power and sexuality that Melfi’s carefully constructed 
feminine professionalism works to modulate. It’s crucial to consider that whatever Tony may 
project upon the statuettes, Melfi in the fiction has chosen them and is in fact ​constantly moving 
them around​. If, as Bracco asserts in her memoir, the statues are meant to show that Melfi has 
“interests outside of her office,” her cultural sophistication is only part of what they demonstrate; 
they also hint that she’s not a “stiff cardboard cutout of a therapist,” but a “living, breathing 
woman” with a psychology as complex as Tony’s, including repressed desire and anger and 
struggles with relationships and alcohol. 
10 “Shooting the rape scene was a more physically violent experience than I could have imagined. I felt the 
degradation. My body burned with pain when I was slammed down in the stairwell. It was so realistic that I tore the 
bursal sac in my shoulder and was in real pain. I had to have laparoscopic surgery to repair the damage. It wasn't just 
me—doing that scene was traumatic for the whole crew. Many people on the set cried during the filming. The 
brutality was absolutely necessary. It was not gratuitous; it was real. So much of the violence we see on the 
screen—especially on television—is airbrushed so that it doesn't appear as gut-wrenchingly awful as it is. I think it's 
a disservice, because violence against another human being is despicable and it should be seen as despicable. You 




Figure 8. Still from Robin Green and Mitchell Burgess, “Employee of the Month,” ​The Sopranos​ (16:59). 
 
In ​On the Couch​, Bracco relates this anecdote about receiving an award from the 
American Psychoanalytic Association in 2001: 
many of [the therapists] felt that Melfi does a pretty good job, considering that her client 
is a mob boss and her skirts were too short. At the end of the session, the sex therapist Dr. 
Ruth Westheimer stood up in the audience, and asked me, in her heavily accented speech, 
“When are you going to sleep with Tony?” Everyone laughed. “If you’re talking Dr. 
Melfi and Tony, I hope it doesn’t happen,” I said. ‘Let him dream on.’ Then I added 
jokingly, “As for James Gandolfini, well, I can only say that he once sent me a bouquet 
of flowers in the off season, and the note read, “‘I miss your legs.’”  11
 
This kind of contradictory, charged self-identification with her character structures 
Lorraine Bracco’s memoir, each chapter of which opens with a quote from the fictional 
psychiatrist. Living in Paris and working as a model as a young woman, she had begun to drift 
into acting when she met Harvey Keitel, moved to New York and began living with him in 
Tribeca and taking classes at the Actor’s Studio, where Keitel had a decades-long involvement. 




Much of the book is dedicated to a thorough blow-by-blow of their difficult marriage, divorce, 
and custody battle. The actress’s role as Dr. Jennifer Melfi was apparently the impetus for 
Lorraine to finally begin seeing a therapist for depression. This professional and psychiatric 
comeback story is the narrative climax of Bracco’s memoir, after which point it takes on some of 
the features of a self-help book, of which she is a professed fan. The fictional doctor may have 
helped to reduce stigma around mental health treatment, particularly amongst men and regarding 
the prescription of psychiatric drugs.  Medicated herself for a time, Bracco in 2005 “team[ed] up 12
with Pfizer,” to shoot an ad for their educational-promotional website, Depressionhelp.com.  13
Her profound identification with and entrepreneurial appropriation of her character seem like 
outgrowths of the practice of method acting to which Bracco was exposed through her contact 
with the Actor’s Studio. Bracco’s memoir, filled with clichés and self-vindications, calls to mind 
Rosalind Krauss’s reading of Fernande Olivier’s faked diary,  and her diagnosis of Bovaryism 14
also seems apt for Bracco: her art patterns her life, not the reverse.  15
 
 
12 Bracco, ​On the Couch​, 210. 
 
13 Bracco, ​On the Couch​, 234. 
 
14 “If Fernande’s story poses the question of how a strictly brought-up petit-bourgeois girl runs away to Paris to 
become a career bohemienne—that is, something of a semiprostitute—the answer seems to lie in a kind of romance 
reading that opened up the space of artistic production for her as both imaginatively exciting and singularly 
redemptive—culture having the power to sublimate moral laxity and to raise up those in the lowest depths to the 
highest honor. A product of "Bovaryism," she is shaped by her reading and, imitating the plots of the novels that 
thrilled her, she produces "herself” as yet one more version of their story. It is for this reason that her narrative 
sounds like theirs, not only in its outline but in the texture of its prose. Just as it is for this reason we feel, inside it, 
as though we were in a hall of mirrors, not knowing whether a detail of her life sounds like an event in a dime novel 
because it happened in imitation of one or because, never having happened, it is being retrojected onto the flow of 
past time on the basis of one.”- Rosalind E. Krauss, ​The Picasso Papers ​ (MIT Press, 1998), 224. 
 




Figure 9. Aristide Maillol, ​Night​, c. 
1902-1909.  Bronze. (Photograph: CUNY 





Figure 10. Elizabeth Englander, ​Despair L​, 2016. 
Cotton and polyester. Installation view from “Pieces 
of Jennifer Melfi, M.D.,” Queens, N.Y., Autumn 










When I began watching ​The Sopranos​ in the spring of 2016, I was teaching myself to 
sculpt the figure by making studies of canonical works. In hindsight, I think that the compulsion 
to return to figuration and the poses that I chose to interpret were motivated by a renewed 
emotional connection with gesture. I was working, for example, from Maillol’s ​Night ​(fig. 9) 
producing several studies which I entitled ​Despair​ (fig. 10). Fascinated by the role of Graham’s 
statuettes within the TV show, I worked from stills to reconstruct seven of them in dark shredded 






Figure 11. Elizabeth Englander, ​Womanspread M​, 2016. Cotton, polyester, and paper. Installation view 




Figure 12. Elizabeth Englander, ​Womanspread S ​(left) and ​Womanspread L​ (right), 2016. Cotton and 
polyester. Installation view from “Pieces of Jennifer Melfi, M.D.,” Queens, N.Y., Autumn 2017. 
©Elizabeth Englander  
 
Not long after the presidential election, I impulsively decided to enlarge this pose. I 
worked with cardboard, paper towel rolls and a clay made from egg cartons, fudging the 
understructure as it was my first time doing a large figure. In the course of many adjustments, I 
eventually removed the figure from its base, laid it on its face and jumped on its back, breaking 
the pelvis (figs. 13.1-5). Then I adjusted the pose, reset the joints and finished the sculpture, 














Figure 14. Elizabeth Englander, ​Dignity​, 2016-17. Papier-mâché, cardboard, wood, and twine. Installation 








Figure 15. George Grosz, 
“The Convict” Monteur 
John Heartfield After 
Franz Jung's Attempt to 
Get Him Up on His Feet​, 
1920.  Watercolor, ink, 
pencil, and 
cut-and-pasted printed 
paper on paper, ​16 1/2 x 
12 in. ​Museum of 
Modern Art, New York, 
N.Y. (Reproduction: 
CUNY Graduate Center 






George Grosz’s 1920 montage ​"The Convict" Monteur John Heartfield After Franz 
Jung's Attempt to Get Him Up on His Feet ​is a portrait of his friend John Heartfield, who was 
drafted in 1915 and soon confined for nervous illness ​ ​(fig. 15).  16
16 Brigid Doherty, “‘See: ‘We Are All Neurasthenics’!’ or, the Trauma of Dada Montage,” ​Critical Inquiry​ 24, no. 1 





In her essay, "’See: ‘We Are All Neurasthenics’!’ or, the Trauma of Dada Montage” 
Brigid Doherty compares his enraged, impotent affect to that of “a wretched and dangerous 
Charlie Brown.”  She observes that, 17
in ​Monteur John Heartfield​, symptoms are brought piecemeal to conscious abreaction in 
the sense that they are distributed and experienced, simultaneously and not without 
contradiction, throughout the montaged body: the head embodies mute rage, the trunk 
mechanized frustration and the automatisms of infantile anger, the crotch the damaged 
libido, and so forth. Montage takes the totality of the figure to pieces and reassembles it, 
presenting its parts as bodily symptoms of traumatic shock. If Heartfield's leaps, the leaps 
whose tension is preserved in montage, are ​attacks​, they are also the crude mechanisms 
of a cure that itself mimics the traumatic experience of shock.  18
 
“Heartfield’s leaps” refers to Doherty’s reading of Elias Canetti’s description of his friend: 
 
“Canetti gives us [...] a picture of shock and outbursts of rage as aspects of the ​technique 
of montage. Heartfield’s own condition, the nature of his consciousness (which is angry, 
combative) and the disposition of his body (which is swift, spontaneous, leaping) is 
productive of an art—montage—that, by ‘bring[ing] things together’ embodies ‘the 
tension of [the monteur’s] leaps.’”   19
 
Motivated by my emotional investment in Melfi's violent rape, I used a similarly 
traumatophilic method in constructing ​Dignity​. Breaking and resetting not just the pelvis but also 
the neck, shoulders, elbows, and knees in search of my gestural ​mot juste​,​ ​I inadvertently 
accentuated the anatomical distortions of my poorly planned figure. Inconsistent proportions in 
the leg bones produced subtly incompatible angles of the joints in the lower body, awkwardly 
exaggerating the erotic tension in the arched foot (fig. 16). The right thigh in particular is much 
too long for its attendant calf, a perverse exacerbation of the model’s fetishized long legs. 
17 Doherty, “‘See: ‘We Are All Neurasthenics’!’ or, the Trauma of Dada Montage,” 107. 
 
18 Doherty, “‘See: ‘We Are All Neurasthenics’!’ or, the Trauma of Dada Montage,” 129. 
 






Figure 16. Elizabeth Englander, ​Dignity​ (detail). ©Elizabeth Englander 
 
 
Dignity​’s accentuated breasts and genitalia mimic the obsessive gynecological focus of 
Graham’s work, my hyperplastic translation serving to exacerbate their ambiguity. Donald 
Kuspit observes that Graham “lift[ed] the taboo against the female genital, exposing it as 
 
25 
ruthlessly as Courbet in ​The Origin of the World ​(1866).”  In Kuspit’s telling, Graham revises 20
Courbet’s gesture of realist ugliness,  
affirming beauty, to the extent of finding it in the seemingly ugliest part of the female 
body, at least to the male anxious about it. He does so by re-uniting what Courbet 
separated: the female genital from the female body. He does something more subtle: he 
subsumes the female genital in a beautiful female body -- classically beautiful however 
empirically the case -- so that it becomes endowed with beauty, an attribute of beauty.   21
 
Throughout his article, Kuspit elaborates an explicitly phallocentric reading of Graham’s 
work, admiring his courage in the face of the vagina: “​he is [...] brazen: he views the female 
genital without flinching, that is, without experiencing castration anxiety, while confirming that 
the female body is flawed, that is, lacks a penis.” Kuspit himself demonstrates somewhat less 
fortitude: 
There are many [of his] works in which the female genital is the flagrant center of 
attention, provocatively drawing our eye to it, even into it, for it seems hypnotically open 
rather than hermetically closed, a lavish hole rather than a subtle slit. The labia are 
meticulously detailed, as though they were seductive blemishes….  22
 
Contrast this with Hélène Cixous’s rejection of female castration in her 1976 essay ​The 
Laugh of the Medusa​:  
Too bad for them if they fall apart upon discovering that women aren't men, or that the 
mother doesn't have one. But isn't this fear convenient for them? Wouldn't the worst be, 
isn't the worst, in truth, that women aren't castrated. [...] You only have to look at the 
Medusa straight on to see her. And she's not deadly. She's beautiful and she’s laughing.  
 
Men say that there are two unrepresentable things: death and the feminine sex. That's 
because they need femininity to be associated with death; it's the jitters that gives them a 
20 Kuspit, “GODDESS OR GYNECOLOGY?” 
 
21 Kuspit, “GODDESS OR GYNECOLOGY?” 
 




hard-on! for themselves! Look at the trembling Perseuses moving backwards toward us, 
clad in apotropes. What lovely backs! Not another minute to lose. Let's get out of here.  23
 
Cixous rejects the phallogocentric conception of the female genital as negated and 
negative. My retellings of Graham’s work reflect my auto- and homoerotic cathexis of his 
sculpted forms and identification with the fit, youthful bodies he represents. They are 
nevertheless motivated by my need to subvert the residual heteronormative, masculinist 
conventions with which they are encoded and through which they are often read. Cixous urged 
that we flee the scene in 1976; Kuspit writing in 2009 reminds us of how unevenly things 
change. Virginia Woolf described the psychological strain of juggling irreconcilable lenses in her 
1928 essay, ​A Room of One’s Own​:  
. . . if one is a woman one is often surprised by a sudden splitting off of consciousness, 
say in walking down Whitehall, when from being the natural inheritor of that civilization, 
she becomes, on the contrary, outside of it, alien and critical. Clearly the mind is always 
altering its focus, and bringing the world into different perspectives. But some of these 
states of mind seem, even if adopted spontaneously, to be less comfortable than others. In 
order to keep oneself continuing in them one is unconsciously holding something back, 
and gradually the repression becomes an effort.  24
 
I constructed a pedestal for my version of the figure out of wood, cardboard, twine, and 
the same grey papier-mâché. Its openwork sides suggest a cage. It lurches and leans when 
moved, and when the figure is placed atop it, the vagina confronts a standing viewer at eye level. 
The entirety of the rough, dry surface registers as an index of accumulated touch, so many pats 
of, once-mushy, thrice-recycled paper-clay pressed on with the pads of my fingers—a far cry 
from smooth, heavy, and costly bronze. Encountering the tense, overwrought statue at this 
wobbly height amplifies the unsettling effects of gesture, mark and material (fig. 17)​.  
23 Hélène Cixous, “The Laugh of the Medusa,” trans. Keith Cohen and Paula Cohen, ​Signs: Journal of Women in 
Culture and Society​ 1, no. 4 (1976): pp. 875-893, https://doi.org/10.1086/493306, 885. 
 









Figure 18. Robert Graham, Torso, 2003. Aluminum, 14 ft. Rodeo Drive Walk of Style©, Beverly Hills, 






In January of 2017 I travelled to Los Angeles to see Robert Graham’s public works. In 
the midst of a median strip on Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills, shiny aluminum thighs emerge 
from a trapezoidal stone pedestal and support a taut female torso sliced cleanly at the height of 
the sternum. This is Graham’s ​Torso​, the centerpiece of the Rodeo Drive Walk of Style​®​, a 
series of sidewalk plaques honoring famous individuals from the fashion world, in imitation of 
Hollywood’s Walk of Fame  ​(fig. 18). 25
T​he Walk of Style was conceived as part of a 2003 redevelopment of Rodeo Drive 
organized by the city of Beverly Hills and the Rodeo Drive Committee, an association of 
merchants active since 1972 and responsible for establishing the area as an international 
shopping destination.  The Rodeo Drive ​Torso​ conflates civics and marketing, appropriating the 26
rhetoric of the public monument established in the classical and neoclassical tradition. In some 
respects this is nothing new: the history of American monuments is characterized by 
neoclassicism as well as by private money, with citizens’ committees commissioning and 
funding important early monuments like New York's ​George Washington ​of 1856.  ​Torso​’s 27
neo-neoclassicism, however, is not that of the early Republic; it’s closer to the Gilded Age, 
imperialistic kind, as described by Margaret Malamud in ​Classical New York​: 
25 “Rodeo Drive Walk of Style,” lovebeverlyhills.com (Beverly Hills Conference & Visitors Bureau, n.d.), 
http://lovebeverlyhills.com/things-to-do/view/rodeo-drive-walk-of-style​. 
 
26 Martha Groves, “Chic Street Is Taking Off the Grunge; The Glamour Has Faded a Bit on Beverly Hills' Famous 
Shopping Thoroughfare. So Work Crews Are Freshening the Makeup.,” ​Los Angeles Times​, August 12, 2003, 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/421841358?accountid=27495​. 
 
27 “Karen Lemmey, “Before the ‘New Epoch’: New York Public Sculpture Preceding the Farragut Monument,” 
Augustus Saint-Gaudens in The Metropolitan Museum of Art: A Symposium (lecture, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
October 9, 2009). 
 
30 
Over the course of the 1880s and into the twentieth century, analogies drawn between the 
ancient Roman and modern American empires helped articulate and legitimate America’s 
recent acquisition of an overseas empire. America, not Great Britain, was the modern 
successor to the ancient Roman Empire. New York, not London, was the new imperial 
metropolis. This is evident in the grand designs for civic architecture in New York and in 
popular entertainments that evoked the spirit of the Roman Colosseum and the Circus 
Maximus. With imperial arches, public baths, and even a restaurant called the Roman 
Gardens, New York clothed itself in imperial finery as it set about acquiring and then 
taking pleasure in its new empire. In contrast to contemporary British imperial politics, 
which are haunted by decline and fall, in America there is little fear of decline. Many 
members of the public now believed that the United States was historically unique and 
hence not subject to a trajectory of decline. America would not repeat Rome’s fate (or 
contemporary Great Britain’s), because Manifest Destiny made America’s empire a 
virtuous, divinely guided one. Imperial pleasures were increasingly to be consumed, 
enjoyed, and displayed by all classes. All citizens could now enjoy the cornucopia of 
empire.”  28
 
Starting with his 1984 ​Olympic Gateway​, Graham’s many monuments have contributed 
to Los Angeles classicism, which has often been associated with kitsch.  Writing about the 2004 29
opening of the Rem Koolhaas-designed Prada store on Rodeo Drive, architectural historian 
Kazys Varnelis describes its design, with feigned openness, seemingly random plays of opacity 
and transparency, and the use of “technology to ​distract​ one from shopping,”  in the light of 30
Hardt and Negri’s concept of “Ether” as delineated in their 2000 book ​Empire​: “the realm of the 
28 Margaret Malamud, “The Imperial Metropolis,” essay, in ​Classical New York: Discovering Greece and Rome in 
Gotham​, ed. Elizabeth Macaulay-Lewis and Matthew M. McGowan (New York, NY: Empire State Editions, an 
imprint of Fordham University Press, 2018), pp. 38-62, 57. 
 
29 “Oilman J. Paul Getty's 1970s replica of a Roman villa — a showplace built in part to compete with William 
Randolph Hearst's San Simeon — is surely the best-known allusion to classical antiquity in Southern California. 
‘What could be more logical,’ Getty declared of his Greek and Roman art collection, ‘than to display it in a classical 
building where it might originally have been?’ Yet the initial reception of the [Getty] villa is notorious. It elicited all 
manner of hand-wringing over issues of authenticity. Its pristine condition discomfited critics and brought forth 
many comparisons, positive and negative, with Disneyland. Its proximity in time to the classical kitsch of L.A.'s Mt. 
Olympus residential development and Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas, both dating to the 1960s, didn't help its cause.”- 
Peter J Holliday, “It's All Greek (and Roman),” ​Los Angeles Times​, July 3, 2016, 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/1801312983?accountid=27495​. 
 





media, culture, and the global telecommunications network” for which Los Angeles is a “‘new 
Rome’”—paradoxically, a temporary locus of deterritorialized power.  This late capitalist 31
update on the notion of empire reflects the cultural landscape navigated by Graham, Koolhaas, 
and Miuccia Prada with ambivalence—or perhaps just ambiguity. They are within the system, I 
am too. Nevertheless I was disturbed by this statue when I saw it, disturbed primarily by the 
clean slicing gesture. The accidental breakage and fragmentation of antique sculpture, like the 
loss of pigment, has long been been aestheticized; as a poetic trope, it has been used to reveal the 
hubris in sculpture’s—and sovereigns’—aspirations to eternity.  But if classical statues lose 32
their appendages by accident or attack, ​Torso​’s dismemberment results from the machinal slicing 
of a much smaller maquette, right through the ribcage, probably the part of the body with the 
greatest structural integrity. (Pause to imagine cutting off, say, a human finger; then imagine 
cleanly slicing a human body through the middle of the chest.) Hélène Cixous writes,  
By writing her self, woman will return to the body which has been more than confiscated 
from her, which has been turned into the uncanny stranger on display—the ailing or dead 
figure, which so often turns out to be the nasty companion, the cause and location of 
inhibitions. Censor the body and you censor breath and speech at the same time.  33
 
31 Varnelis, “Prada and the Pleasure Principle,” 129. 
 
32 “Poets from Ovid to [Billy] Collins illustrate this conundrum of sculpture, how it both endures and over-promises. 
Out in the desert, the broken columns and stones of Ozymandias, lying in the sand, signal hubris and over-reach.” - 
Murray Dewart, “Introduction,” introduction, in ​Poems about Sculpture​, ed. Murray Dewart (New York, NY: 
Everyman's Library, 2016), 21. 
 








concrete, artist’s shoes, 
bronze and copper 
coatings, pump, 82 x 
29 x 23 in. Installation 
view from “Headless,” 






In ​Ass-backward​, I reimagined ​Torso​ as an urgently bricolaged fountain (fig. 19). I 
copied it in epoxy clay around an armature of tubing and taped packing foam, then treated the 
pitted surface to mimic aged bronze. To house the pump and basins, I made a columnar base 
from an ad hoc combination of metal shelving, plastic bins and concrete. This I covered in rolled 
and torn layers of steel wool to look like a fantasized Ionic column with legs and a crotch with 
little curls of pubic hair, a riff on the Vitruvian designation of the Ionic order as “feminine.” I 
used latex fetish socks to cast bulging concrete feet into my beloved but beat up rhinestone high 
heel sandals (fig. 20). Water comes out of the top of the torso in two arcs where the arms should 
be and falls upon a grate where the thighs meet the top of the column, splashing and causing the 
steel wool to slowly rust (fig. 21). The entirety of the form is close to that of a Renaissance ​term​, 
or column with a figure growing out of it. Writing about the prominent crypto-Calvinist French 
Renaissance architect Philibert de l’Orme (1514-70), Catharine Randall says: 
In building the columns for the chapel at Villiers-les-Rets, Philibert constructed [an] 
amalgam, composing the columns out of disparate pieces. He describes this procedure as 
being unavoidable, due to constraints both on his latitude for architectural development 
and on the availability of materials. The beauty of the column, he states, hides its 
fragmentary substructure. Here, ornament or surface covers a structure in which the 
facade and the interior are not in harmony or of like kind; ornament hides and redefines 
something, makes something appear other than it is: 
 
[Philbert writes:] It is true that, because of the straits in which I found myself, 
unable to get quickly and for little expense columns made all of one piece, I 
caused them to be built of 4 or 5 pieces, with beautiful ornament and moldings so 
as to hide where the pieces joined: so that in seeing them they seem all of one 
piece, appearing beautiful and graceful. 
 
What does it mean to fashion supporting columns for the Queen Mother’s palace from 
fragments? While they seem to supply firm support, the reality is that several of 
Philibert’s structures constructed in this manner did not survive the century because of 
faults in the buildings. Iconographically, they are mined from within.  34
34 Catharine Randall, ​Philibert De L'Orme, Protestantism and Architecture: Peculiarities of Style​ (Princeton 




Figure 20. Elizabeth Englander, ​Ass-backward 
(detail). ©Elizabeth Englander. 
 
 
Figure 21. Elizabeth Englander, ​Ass-backward 
(detail). ©Elizabeth Englander. 
With my fountain I tried to undermine the iconography of the Rodeo Drive monument 
through translation of material, construction, and ornament. While l’Orme reveals his subversion 
of his aristocratic Catholic patrons’ projects in his coded writings, I installed ​Ass-backward​ so 
that viewers could peer around the back and see into the column, a view which revealed my 





Figure 22. Isa Genzken, ​Fuck the Bauhaus #4​, 
2000. Plywood, Plexiglas, plastic slinky, 
clipboards, aluminum light shade, flower petals, 
tape, printed paper, shells, and model tree. 
Private Collection, Turin Courtesy AC Project 




 In ​Bad New Days​,​ ​Hal Foster describes Isa Genzken’s “gimcrack models” of the 2000s, 
such as ​Fuck the Bauhaus #4​ (fig. 22),  as “caustic proposals” for “mock memorials.” He 35
observes that “Genzken parodies the idea of art as experiment even as she performs it. 
Nevertheless, in yet another dialectical twist, her use of materials and techniques is innovative in 
its very oddity.”  What Catherine Randall says of l’Orme also seems to apply to Genzken: 36
“complexity and ingenuity . . . indicate more than a mere love of innovation. They attest to a plan 
to complicate the picture, to insert interfering factors into a work’s legibility.”  Foster writes, 37
Genzken has also produced columns in metal, wood, and mirror named after her friends; 
there is one called ​Isa​ too, so she seems to identify with these tacky surfaces as well. 
Obviously, these models are not proper studies for actual buildings; even less are they 
35 Foster, ​Bad New Days: Art, Criticism, Emergency​, 78-9. 
 
36 Foster, ​Bad New Days: Art, Criticism, Emergency​, 85. 
 
37 Randall, ​Philibert De L'Orme, Protestantism and Architecture: Peculiarities of Style​, 37. 
 
36 
models in the sense of ideal structures—just the opposite in fact. And yet only a true 
believer could still be disappointed enough by the shortcomings of the Bauhaus to tell it 
to fuck off, and, though her absurdist proposals for Ground Zero are scathing send-ups of 
urbanist business as usual, they remain committed to the enterprise of metropolitan life.  38
 
Like Genzken, I “identify with [my] tacky surfaces”—​Ass-backward​’s cheap, glitzy, rusting 
shoes were once my own. By no means a proposed replacement monument, ​Ass-backward​ is a 
contradictorily coded, disintegrating reimagining of ​Torso​, in the vein of Genzken’s 
“disappointed,” “absurdist” “send-ups of . . . business as usual.”  
I spent the first half of 2018 in Paris on an exchange at the École des Beaux-Arts. There, I 
was able to deepen my understanding of the sculpted figure, taking a course in ​modelage​, 
modeling from life. Trained as a painter, I had never worked three-dimensionally from the live 
model. There was an emphasis on anatomy and the systematic use of measurements. We also 
worked from full-sized plaster casts of Houdon’s ​Écorché​ of 1767 (fig. 23) and Rodin’s​ Walking 
Man​ of 1899-1900 (fig. 24). This use of a flayed figure and a dismembered/decapitated figure as 
teaching tools is emblematic of the three hundred year history of cadaver dissection at the French 
Academy. The presence of rotting cadavers was a source of complaints from neighbors, 
instructors, and students in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  Philippe Comar, the current 39
professor of ​morphologie​ (the drawing equivalent of ​modelage​), argues that the particularly 
grotesque emphasis on dissection in the Romantic period constituted a kind of erotic ritual 
dismemberment, prefiguring the violence of the formal deconstructions that would mark the birth 
of modern art.  40
38 Foster, ​Bad New Days: Art, Criticism, Emergency​, 83. 
 
39 Philippe Comar, ​Figures du corps: une leçon d'anatomie à l'École des Beaux-Arts (Paris, France: Beaux-arts de 
Paris, les éditions, 2009), 43. 
 




Figure 23. Plaster cast of Houdon’s ​Ecorché​ in 
the ​modelage​ studio, Ecole Nationale Supérieure 
des Beaux Arts, Paris, France. Photograph by 
author, February 13, 2018. 
 
Figure 24. Plaster cast of Rodin’s ​Walking Man 
in the ​modelage​ studio, Ecole Nationale 
Supérieure des Beaux Arts, Paris, France. 
Photograph by author, February 12, 2018. 
 
Fragmentary antiquities were another important starting point for modernist 
deconstructions—Rodin’s ​Walking Man​ is perhaps the pivotal example. Since 1817, the Ecole 
des Beaux Arts has occupied a complex of buildings across the river from the Louvre, on the 
former site of the Musée des Monuments Français, a collection of sculptural and architectural 
fragments saved from the iconoclasm of the French Revolution, itself located on the former site 
of the Couvent des Petits Augustins. The existing buildings and some fragments were 
incorporated into the school, while others were brought in and repurposed into a didactic 
ensemble of collaged ​spolia​. Plaster and marble copies as well as actual antiquities sent from 
Rome served as further teaching aids. During my time there, the statues were routinely subjected 
 
38 
to humorous alterations, casually vandalized, and used as ashtrays, in a seeming continuation of 
the modernist tradition of pointed irreverence towards past art. (See Appendix B) 
In Paris I also carved wood for the first time. From a piece of a diseased city tree donated 
to the school, I carved a crude bust, then cut it in half, hollowed it out, and reattached the two 
pieces. The resulting work, ​Madame Moche​, is a wooden bell in the shape of a head (fig. 25). 
The bun it hangs from is a sisal monkey’s fist; I dyed the rope and the wood with red wine. I 
hung thrifted wooden spoons from the interior to serve as clappers, and decorated the face with 
my lipstick.  
 
Figure 25. Elizabeth Englander, 
Madame Moche​, 2018. Wood, sisal, 
wine, and lipstick, 28 x 12 x 8 in. 
©Elizabeth Englander  
 
39 
Virginia Woolf’s 1928 novel ​Orlando​ opens with the following paragraph: 
He—for there could be no doubt of his sex, though the fashion of the time did something 
to disguise it—was in the act of slicing at the head of a Moor which swung from the 
rafters. It was the colour of an old football, and more or less the shape of one, save for the 
sunken cheeks and a strand or two of coarse, dry hair, like the hair on a cocoanut. 
Orlando's father, or perhaps his grandfather, had struck it from the shoulders of a vast 
Pagan who had started up under the moon in the barbarian fields of Africa; and now it 
swung, gently, perpetually, in the breeze which never ceased blowing through the attic 
rooms of the gigantic house of the lord who had slain him.  41
 
In her introduction to the novel, Maria DiBattista observes that “as Orlando's increasingly 
savage and exasperated assaults on the Moor’s head dramatize, the epic and chivalric traditions 
devoted to the chronicling of heroic deeds and public glory have exhausted their authority, not to 
mention their charm, for the moderns.”  The beheading motif which pervades ​Orlando​ is 42
emblematic of violent historical legacies—feudal, patriarchal, and imperialist legacies, easily 
introduced into the narrative by allusions to British history as the book begins in the Elizabethan 
era and ends in the year of publication. It also plays out on a psychological level, as “Woolf 
seems even more interested in . . . violence that occurs ​inside​ the human head . . . the [narrator-] 
biographer mounts ‘up the spiral stairway into his brain’ where he confronts a quite different 
scene of violence—’that riot and confusion of the passions and emotions that every good 
biographer detests.’”  In this way, “Orlando’s ‘fun’ is a deceptively innocent figure for the 43
deadly intentions of Woolf’s satire—to mount her own play-assault on the human head, where 
41 Woolf, ​Orlando: a biography​, 11. 
 
42 Maria DiBattista, “Introduction,” introduction, ​Orlando: a biography​, ed. Maria DiBattista and Mark Hussey 
(New York, NY: Harcourt, [1928] 2006), lx. 
 
43 DiBattista, “Introduction, ​Orlando: a biography​, lx. 
 
40 
the most fantastic notions of reality, honor, privilege, history, literature are conceived, lodged 
and defended.”  44
I too mounted a “play-assault on the human head,” my violent carving of the bell-head 
followed by a successful craniotomy. ​Madame Moche​’s face is eyeless, gouged, and somber, and 
the pegs and glue that I used to put it back together are partly visible and read as plugged, oozing 
wounds. Discussing George Grosz and John Heartfield’s 1920 assemblage ​The Petit-Bourgeois 
Philistine Heartfield Gone Wild. Electro-Mechanical Tatlin Sculpture​ (fig. 26), “a child-sized 
tailor’s dummy to which a number of objects have been attached, including a ‘glued-on vagina 
dentata,’”—a plaster dental impression—Doherty observes that “the dadaists take injury and 
impotence literally.”  My mother endured two craniotomies during her brain cancer ordeal, and 45
I think on one level my play assault had literal traumatophilic motivations. For me, beheading 
speaks partly to breakdowns in neurological and emotional function due to trauma and disease 
that I have observed in myself and in loved ones. The “functional” aspects of both fountain-torso 
and bell-head are attempts to restore these body parts to life, if not wholeness. Function is also 
present in ​Heartfield Gone Wild​—a working lamp with a light bulb as the mannequin’s head—as 
well as wrenchingly suggested by Genzken’s antenna stuck in an ​informe​ lump, ​Mein Gehirn 
(My Brain)​, 1984 (fig. 27).  
 
44 DiBattista, “Introduction, ​Orlando: a biography​, lviii. 
 




Figure 26. George Grosz and John 
Heartfield,  ​The Petit-Bourgeois Philistine 
Heartfield Gone Wild. Electro-Mechanical 
Tatlin Sculpture​, 1920. Tailor's dummy, 
revolver, doorbell, knife, fork, letter "C" 
and number "27" signs, plaster dentures, 
embroidered insignia for the Black Eagle 
Order on horse blanket, Osram light bulb, 
Iron Cross, stand, and other objects. 
(Photograph: CUNY Graduate Center 





Figure 27. Isa Genzken, ​Mein Gehirn (My Brain)​, 
1984. Synthetic polymer paint on plaster, metal, 9 









Doherty writes that,  
in montage, marvelous objects made of mundane “real material” ​correspond organically 
to the disposition of the viewer’s own body, a body so stiff it threatens to shatter. Dada, 
says [Raoul] Hausmann, compels the viewer’s ​bodily identification​ with the traumatic 
 
42 
shocks it simulates . . . for the dadaist, traumatic shock is simultaneously an attack and a 
“spontaneous attempt at a cure.”   46
 
Therefore, “montage . . . is a vehicle for the monteur’s traumatophilia; it is a technique for the 
materialization of traumatic shock.”  While ​Ass-backward​ and ​Madame Moche​ acknowledge 47
the permanently fragmented, possibly broken subject, they also propose improvised and 
absurdist fixes, pathetic lifehacks for the ever more harried modern subject. I will leave you with 
this hopeful image of temporary reintegration from the end of ​Orlando​, when she drives out of 
London: 
After about twenty minutes the body and mind were like scraps of torn paper tumbling 
from a sack and, indeed, the process of motoring fast out of London so much resembles 
the chopping up small of body and mind, which precedes unconsciousness and perhaps 
death itself that it is an open question in what sense Orlando can be said to have existed at 
the present moment. Indeed we should have given her over for a person entirely 
disassembled were it not that here, at last, one green screen was held out on the right, 
against which the little bits of paper fell more slowly; and then another was held out on 
the left so that one could see the separate scraps now turning over by themselves in the 
air; and the green screens were held continuously on either side, so that her mind 
regained the illusion of holding things within itself and she saw a cottage, a farmyard and 
four cows, all precisely life-size.    48
 
  
46 ​Doherty, “‘See: ‘We Are All Neurasthenics’!’ or, the Trauma of Dada Montage,” 132. 
 
47 ​Doherty, “‘See: ‘We Are All Neurasthenics’!’ or, the Trauma of Dada Montage,” 129-30. 
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